Berlin Center for Studies of Complex Chemical Systems

Scientific Council Chairman: Prof. G. Ertl

Symposium

*Moderation*: Prof. J. Kurths

16:00   Prof. J. Doyne Farmer (Santa Fe)
        „Complex Dynamics in Learning Complicated Games“

16:45   Coffee Break

17:00   Prof. Ingo Fischer (Palma de Mallorca)
        „Systems Coupled with Delay: Dynamics and Applications“

Berlin Center for Studies of Complex Chemical Systems is an association of scientists established to promote fundamental research, exchange of information and international contacts in experimental and theoretical studies of complex chemical systems. For further information, visit the web page [www.bcsccs.de](http://www.bcsccs.de)

Address: Richard-Willstätter-Haus, Faradayweg 10, 14195 Berlin (Dahlem), subway U3 station „Thielplatz“.